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UNIT

6 vocabulary consolidation

Jobs and chores

1  Complete the phrases with the words in the box.

clean   do   do   deliver   lay   make
pet   take   tidy   wash  

  the gardening 

1   the windows 

2   my bed

3   cars

4   your room

5   sit

6   the ironing

7   the table

8   newspapers

9   dogs for walks

2  Complete the sentences with phrases from 
exercise 1.

 My brother and I  every 
Saturday. We cut the grass and water the 
flowers.

1  I  for my uncle because I 
love cats.

2  Please  before you go out 
tonight. It’s very messy.

3  I usually  for Mum while she 
is cooking dinner.

4 I never  because you need 
to use a ladder and it’s a bit dangerous.

5  I  on weekdays at 6 am. I 
always go on my bicycle.

6 I love dogs, so I  after school 
to make some money.

7  I always  in the morning 
when I get up.

8  I never  at home because I 
don’t wear shirts! My parents usually do it.

9 My sister and I  at the 
weekend to earn some money. It’s good fun 
when the weather is sunny! 

do

do the gardening

Money and shopping

3  Circle the correct words.

 I love buying / selling shoes. I have about 20 
pairs at home.

1  How much does this dress cost / earn?

2  Let’s go to the café. I’ll pay for / collect the 
coffees.

3  My brother earned / saved £10 for babysitting 
last night.

4  Will you swap / spend this T-shirt for that top?

5  I lent / borrowed her £20 last night so she 
could go to the cinema.

6  Jake sold / won £100 of CDs and toys at a car 
boot sale last weekend.

7  This is a winning ticket. I won £20. Let’s
collect / lose the money!

8 I earned / won £5 for cleaning the windows 
yesterday. 

9  Did you borrow / lend this book from the 
library?
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UNIT

6grammar consolidation

be going to

1  Complete the sentences with the correct form of 
be going to.

 I’  babysit for the Smiths tonight. 

1  She  do the washing-up while we 
watch TV. 

2   you  go to the party on 
Saturday? 

3  He  not  sell his bike after 
all. 

4   she  help you take the dog 
for a walk? 

5  They  do the gardening today 
because it’s very wet. 

will and be going to

2  Complete the sentences with the correct form of 
the verbs in brackets.

 He  the ten o’clock train to 
London tomorrow. (take)

1  Do you think it  tomorrow? 
(rain)

2  Thanks for lunch. I  with the 
washing-up. (help)

3  We  for the Browns next 
week. (pet sit)

4  I don’t have my grammar book. I
 Jim if I can borrow his. (ask)

5  She  money this year to 
study abroad next year. (save)

Future time expressions

3  Complete the sentences with the correct form of 
the verbs in brackets.

 When we win the lottery, we ’
a new car. (buy)

1  When we  shopping, we’ll 
go for a coffee. (finish)

2  This summer we  enough 
money for a holiday. (earn)

3  One day I  dinner, I promise! 
(pay for)

4  Well done. Soon you  to 
take three dogs for walks together. (be able to)

5  When she loses her wallet, she
 stop shopping! (stop)

m going to

’s going to take

ll buy

would like

4  Complete the sentences with would like and the 
words in the box.

do the gardening   go   lay the table
pay for   save   sell 

like to go

 

 you  to the cinema 
later?

1  He  enough money to buy 
that motorbike.

2  They  their house and move 
to a sunny country.

3   you  me to  the 
table for you?

4  We  your wedding cake. It’s 
our gift to you.

5  I  but it is raining and I can’t 
go outside. 

   

Would
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UNIT

6 vocabulary extension

Jobs and chores

1  Write the words for the definitions.

 You look after other people’s animals for them. 

1  You cut the grass and water the flowers. 

2  You make clothes smooth using a piece of hot 
electrical equipment. 

3  You look after someone else’s children while 
they are busy or away. 

4  You cover the vehicle with soapy water and 
then rinse and dry it. 

5  You put the plates, knives, forks and spoons 
in the correct place ready for the meal. 

6  You fold the sheets correctly and put the 
covers on neatly. 

7  You take the animals to the park for exercise. 

8  You put away all your clothes, make your bed 
and dust the furniture. 

pet sit

2  Complete the sentences so they are true for you.

1 I often spend my pocket money on
.

2  I sometimes lend  to my 
friends.

3 I usually swap  with my 
cousins.

4 I never win .

5 I always buy  at the 
weekend.

6 I don’t spend all my pocket money, I usually 
 some.

3  Look at the picture and complete the text with the correct verbs.

The shop assistant (1)  a book. The boy (2)  a book. He (3)  his birthday money. 
The video games in the shop (4)  £25. The shop (5)  second-hand video games, but you 
can (6)  your old video games for other games in the shop. 

is selling
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UNIT

6grammar extension

be going to

1  Complete the sentences with the correct form of 
be going to and the verbs in the box.

babysit   buy   make   spend   take   tidy
 

I  for my neighbour 
tonight. I’ll be back at midnight.

1  I  this mobile phone 
because it’s a great deal.

2  She  the beds and then do 
the ironing.

3  They  the dogs for a walk in 
Paisley woods.

4  He  his room because he’s 
lazy. He says he likes it when it's a mess!

5  I  any more money. I have 
bought enough clothes for today!

will and be going to

2  Circle the correct words.

 I think I’ll save / I’m going to save enough 
money to buy the car at the end of the month. 

1  They will / are going to visit their cousins in 
England in July.

2  He will / is going to buy a new laptop with his 
birthday money.

3  Shall I / Am I going to do the washing-up?

4  She will / is going to graduate with top marks.

5  I will / am going to take the dogs for a walk, 
Mum. You have a rest.

Future time expressions

3  Write complete sentences using the correct form 
of the verbs and the words in brackets.

 I / return the library book (tomorrow)

 
1  we / be ready to go (soon) 

2  he / have enough money / go on holiday 
(when) 

3  I / buy / my own house (one day) 

4 they / do the gardening (next week) 

’m going to babysit  

I’ll return the library book tomorrow.

would like

4  Find the mistakes in the sentences and correct 
them.

 Would you like go to the shopping mall later?

 
1  I’d like eating Italian food for lunch today. 

2  He like to save £100 this month. 

3  We’d to pay for lunch today. It’s our treat. 

4  I’d like go out for dinner tonight. Shall we
get a babysitter? 

5  They like to lend us some money to
help us buy the house. 

Cumulative grammar

5  Complete the text with the words in the box.
Use the correct form of the verbs and adjectives.

a   be   big   employ   be   expensive
grow   help   sell   start   would like

 Harrods is (1)  
department store in Europe. It is also 
one of (2)  shops with 
some very high prices. It
(3)  over 100 years 
old. It (4)  as a 
grocery shop and then it
(5)  into a department 
store which (6)  
everything. It has 32 restaurants and
(7)  spa, as well as the 
usual clothing, toy and home products. 
Harrods (8)  over 
5,000 staff and is a big operation. What
(9)  you 

 to buy today? I
(10)  you fi nd whatever 
you want. Come on, let’s go shopping. 
It (11)  fun!

Would you like to go to the shopping mall later?

the biggest
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